CHAPTER 4: CONTAINER STACKS at the G.P.A. GARDEN CITY TERMINAL
The CB (container
berths) are
numbered from
CB1 on the
downriver
Savannah side to
CB9 upriver. The
stacks behind each
ship berth are
numbered with
increasing 3 digits;
100-101-etc. at
CB1 and 201, 202,
etc. at CB2 and so
on toward the back
of the field. You
will see a concrete
block at each end
with the # painted
on it. The 20’ and
40’ BAYS within
each stack (see
below) are
numbered from 01
at the downriver
end, increasing #s
upriver.
FOR THE
COMPLETE G.P.A.
LAYOUT,
DOWNLOAD THE PDF FILE AT www.gaports.com/Media/Documents. UNDER TITLE, CLICK
“Brochure: Trucker’s Guide. You can right click on the map and hit “rotate clockwise” until
upright.
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This is STACK 114 as shown on the yellow or white concrete blocks at the ends of each stack.
A stack may contain LOADED, EMPTY (MTY) or rarely, both types of containers.

Note the painted YELLOW brackets on the ground indicate the 4 corners of a 20’container.
Each BAY in these stacks can only place containers 6 deep and 5 or 6 high. From the ROADWAY
(painted with WHITE parallel lines), the 6 deep slots are lettered A,B,C,D,E and F. The HEIGHT
is numbered from the bottom-up; 1,2,3,4,5 and 6.
The first 20’ bay in this stack is 114001 and the second 114003. Since the first bay in this stack
has 40’ containers (above Left), the location is 114002.As explained in the HANDHELD pages,
40’ BAYS are input with the EVEN # @ the front and 20’ with the ODD number. So the “CMA
CGM” box on top above left is @ 114002f5. In the right side photo is the first bay of 20’ boxes,
so the “HYUNDAI” box on bottom is @ 114005a1.
Since the stacks are set up as 20’and 40’ spaces, 45’ containers are placed in the end bays at a
roadway so the extra 5’ won’t waste a middle space.
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RTG (Rubber Tired Gantry) cranes straddle the 6 deep STACKS and can place a container in any
“open” slot in a bay. Loaded boxes
containing cargo are stacked 4 or 5 high so
the ORANGE “spreader bar” can travel
over the top to any tier. The operator can
change the size from 20’ to 40’ from his
cab high above it. When loading to the
ship he can “grab” any box but may have
to “dig” (or move) some on top of that tier.

Below is STACK 216118 of EMPTY containers. It can be stacked as deep as space will allow. The
tiers are lettered by the same method as a RTG stack; from A at the road to K in this stack, and
the slots from 1 up to 6 here. So the WHITE container location is at 216118e2.
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An EMPTY HANDLER (red at back, yellow in front) is required to work these large MTY stacks
and can only do so from each end. When loading these empties, some may not be stowed to
the ship and you will have to radio the operator to MOVE IT aside.

Below is stack 219 of REEFER CONTAINERS in racks for temperature maintenance.

Below is a stack of FLATRACK containers with cargo that is OVER HIGH (O/H) and/or
OVER WIDE (O/W).
The yellow over height GEAR
with extended legs is connected
to the RTG orange spreader bar
to handle the O/H.
Over height cargo that is O/H but
not O/W may be in an OPEN TOP
(OT) container. These have four
sides as does a standard
container but no hard top
roofing, sometimes with a tarp
covering.
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